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Abstract

We aim at understanding invasion Taiwan typhoon tracks by clustering them into nine clusters using the tri-plots and k-means algorithm. Based on the fractal dimension, the tri-plots can classify two large and not equal sizes of the time series datasets. The tri-plots measure three function values which include two self-plots and one cross-plot. The self-plot affords the character of one individual dataset. After regression analysis, the self-plot give us the point in space instead of one sequence of one typhoon track. Collecting all the points of self-plot, the k-means method gives us the seven clusters of the invasion Taiwan typhoon track. The comparison between the traditional classification and new clustering method are given. There are some common views, but the new method gives us more information of retrieving the tracks. In general, we believe the tri-plots with k-means are useful tools for invasion Taiwan typhoon track cluster problem and should benefit more investigation in related community.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this study is aimed at the clustering of invasion Taiwan typhoon track. The tri-plots based on the property of fractal dimension show the potential ability to classify the annual typhoon tracks (Tseng et al., 2010). After the work of annual typhoon track classification, it is worthy to classify the invasion Taiwan typhoon track. Wang (1994) and Hseih et al. (1998) mentioned the different typhoon tracks causing different kinds rainfall patterns and damages, so they gave 9 types or kinds of invasion Taiwan typhoon track. The criterions of the clustering are geometrical shape of typhoon track and the landing area of the typhoon center. Somehow, the previous criterions or the features are too subjective. In this study, we try to compare the traditional subjective clustering and tri-plots clustering. On the other hand, tri-plots are proved successful for finding the similarity between two datasets, so the new clustering based on tri-plots can help to find similar invasion typhoon tracks. This will be helpful for searching and mining typhoon databank information.

The tri-plots (Traina et al., 2001) are one kind of data mining tools to finding the intrinsic patterns between two large and multidimensional datasets. We think the tri-plots are suitable for our research. The tri-plots are composed of two self-plots and one cross-plot. Through comparing two datasets after tri-plots, the two self-plots return the intrinsic characters of the two individual datasets and the cross-plot returns the relation character between two datasets. Taking all invasion Taiwan typhoon events data and comparing two datasets in turn, we can depict the distribution by self-plots. The distances from self-plot can be drawn on the plane and analyzed by k-means clustering algorithm. The clusters using the k-means algorithm can be regarded as one kind of objective classification tool. Once we choose the number of clusters, the k-means can try to cluster the data into several groups.

2. Data

The invasion Taiwan typhoon trajectories data are from typhoon data bank in Central Weather Bureau. The domain covers from (115E, 19N) to (130E, 30N). The data features contain the center of typhoon longitude, latitude, minimum pressure, and wind speed. In this study, we just use the longitude and latitude. The time resolution is about 1-3 hours. The time domain is from 1951 to 2009.

3. Fractal dimension and Tri-plots

Traina et al. (2001) proposed the tri-plots based on fractal dimension to calculate the distribution of distances between two datasets points. The tri-plots include three kinds of plot tools:

1. self-plot (for dataset A),
2. self-plot (for dataset \( B \)), and
3. cross-plot (for two datasets).

If \( A \) is self similar, the self-plot of \( A \) is close to a straight line and the slope is the intrinsic dimension of the set which is correlated with the fractal dimension of the set (Belussi and Faloutsos, 1995). In most situations, the cross-plot and self-plot with \( \log(r) \) are not linear, and we can use regression method to determine the regression lines. We use the line slopes to discuss the information between the datasets \( A \) and \( B \) instead of the original data points (Tseng et al., 2010). In this study, we only use the self-plot to describe the individual typhoon track. According to Tseng et al. (2010), the self-plot consists of the slope and intercept of the regression line which stands for the individual typhoon track. So, for one typhoon track now can be represented as the (slope, intercept), one coordinate on the plane. The more similar two typhoon tracks are, the closer the two points of (slope, intercept) from two typhoon track self-plots. In brief, according to the property of tri-plots, we can conclude to three points: (1) if two datasets are identical, the two slopes of self-plots are same and one regression line overlaps the other; (2) if two datasets have same slopes but different intercepts, that means two datasets have same intrinsic or fractal dimension but different shapes, e.g., line and circle with same fractal dimension and different shapes; (3) the more slopes variations between two datasets, the more differences they have, and we can use this to differentiate these two things.

4. The Traditional Classification and the Tri-plots clustering

We plotted the distribution based on tri-plots and marked with traditional classification criterion in Figure 1. We can see somehow the self-plot grouping the same traditional classification label together, but after all, they are two different methods. In here, we just want to propose the concern that the traditional classification is too subjective and obscure in some situations. Or we can guess if there is a complicated typhoon trajectory, the traditional method can not do the classification properly or not. Based on the distribution of Tri-plots, we use k-means algorithm to cluster the typhoon tracks and the result is shown is Figure 2. We give different clusters different colors, and the red squares mean the centers of the different clusters. In the beginning, the k-means algorithm calculates the distances between all data points and the initial guess centers of the clusters, then the algorithm will get the update cluster center. The algorithm will execute the previous procedure iteratively until the k-means algorithm finds the sum of the distances between all member points to the center is minimum and no other points can be added. In the final stage, the k-means algorithm helped to decide the optimized cluster center. For the invasion typhoon cases, we get seven clusters based on tri-plots distribution. There is one cluster at the origin point of Figure 2 with nine typhoon cases. Checking these nine cases detail, we find the life time of the typhoon cases is short, and the trajectories are like small circles which the tri-plots cannot decide fractal dimension, or the regression line, the slope and the intercept. Except the origin point cluster in Figure 2, the number of meaningful clusters is six. Somehow, these six clusters can represent the characters of the invasion typhoon tracks. In the left-upper corner, the typhoon tracks are complicated than other clusters. The blue plus and red dot cluster represent the traditional 4, 5, 7, 8 types typhoon tracks which the typhoon came from the south, southeast, southwest of Taiwan. The purple x and green star clusters mean the westward parabola shape typhoon coming from east of Taiwan. Their original traditional classification types are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.

Figure 1: The distribution of the self-plot with traditional classification type number.

Figure 2: The clusters using k-means algorithm based on self-plot distribution.
5. Conclusions and discussions

In this research, we proposed the quantitative and objective tools, tri-plots and k-means cluster, to distinguish the differences between the different yearly invasion Taiwan typhoon tracks events. The purpose is to have more clear definition of classification about invasion Taiwan typhoon. The objective method we proposed can be used for typhoon databank data mining. We can find several similar typhoon tracks efficiently. On the other hand, we do not criticize the traditional classification method, and from some point of view, the traditional method still helps us to realize the typhoon movements and analyze the patterns of rainfall. However, after the typhoon cases increasing dramatically, we should prepare the efficient and effective tool for information retrieval.

In future, we will keep going to research the detail information of the different clusters. The more comparisons will be done. The relations between the members and the clusters centers will be checked. One of the final goals is to establish one multi-class classifier with the rainfall estimating system.
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